
KEY FEATURES

» Fully autonomous airborne collection 
 system for operator-less data 
 collection on low-cost platforms

» Automatic data logging using a 
 proprietary sensor motion detection 
 system

» Completely integrated active 
 and passive imaging system that 
 simultaneously records high-
 resolution image data to the same 
 removable drive as the lidar data

» Class 1 eye-safe laser for freedom of 
 operation in all environments

» Survey-grade accuracy

» Minimum of 4 points/m2 from 
 1000 m (3300 ft.) AGL, 100 knots

» Up to 7 returns for improved 
 vertical density

» Fully-electronic camera with no 
 moving parts to maximize reliability

» Rotating polygon scanner for 
 parallel scan lines and even point 
 distribution

» Intuitive and simple planning 
 software with integrated digital 
 globe map engine

» Single unifi ed workfl ow that 
 downloads, calibrates, boresights,  
 qualifi es, quantifi es and outputs 
 both lidar and raw image datasets

» No operational training required

» Compatible with 3rd party fl ight 
 management systems

www.teledyneoptech.com

Optech Eclipse 
Autonomous 
Airborne Mapping 
Solution
Simultaneous Lidar and Image 
Data Collection
Teledyne Optech’s Eclipse is an autonomous airborne mapping 
solution focusing on operator-less data collection on low-cost 
platforms. Eclipse is designed specifi cally for the e�  cient collection 
of smaller project areas and corridor applications, requiring only 
a pilot for navigation.

Eclipse combines an eye-safe, high-performance, 1.5-micron laser 
with a high-accuracy automatic imaging system for e� ortless and 
unsupervised collection of high-resolution lidar point clouds and 
imagery via its innovative sensor motion detection system. Lidar and 
image data are captured on a single removable SSD cartridge for 
fast and e�  cient data transfer to Optech Lidar Mapping Suite™ (LMS).

Experience the e�  ciency and 
automation of Optech Eclipse with 
Optech LMS, the only fully integrated 
preprocessing software on the market 
that processes both lidar and image 
data simultaneously to standard output 
formats, for direct ingestion into 
third-party post-processing systems.

» Powerline mapping

» Pipeline monitoring

» Construction site 
 monitoring

» Mine monitoring

» Stockpile surveying

» Small-area surveying

» Archaeology and 
 cultural heritage 
 documentation

APPLICATIONS



The Eclipse Advantage
Whether you are a large survey fi rm looking to deploy a lower-
price asset on numerous smaller projects, or a small business that 
is sensitive to overhead costs, Eclipse o� ers cost savings with 
simplicity of operation and rapid data throughput. Deliver 
engineering-grade data quality reliably and cheaply with the 
Eclipse Autonomous Mapping Solution.

Immersive 3D Mission Planning
Mission planning is made easy with Optech’s FMS—Mission Manager 
software. Leveraging a 3D digital globe environment, Mission 
Manager forms the basis of Eclipse mission planning and enables 
the e�  cient planning of both block and corridor project scenarios. 
Generate collection statistics and fl ightline profi les for detailed 
project analysis. Export fl ightline navigation coordinates to 
3rd party navigation solutions, such as Applanix POSTrack, IGI 
AEROcontrol, and AG-NAV.

Experience the e�  ciency and automation of 
Optech Eclipse with Optech LMS

Eclipse mission planning using Optech FMS - Mission Manager

FMS—Mission Manager

Lidar Mapping Suite

MISSION PLANNING

DATA DOWNLOAD
Lidar/Imagery/INS

DATA COLLECTION

THIRD PARTY VALUE ADDED

INERTIAL PROCESSING
Smoothed Trajectory

LIDAR PROCESSING
Sensor Calibration

Accuracy Quantifi cation
LAS Output

IMAGE PROCESSING
Camera Calibration
Exterior Orientation

GeoTIFF Output

FIND OUT MORE about Optech Eclipse
www.teledyneoptech.com/eclipse



A Single Processing 
Platform for Lidar and 
Imagery
At the heart of the Eclipse workfl ow is LMS, 
a software package capable of downloading, 
decoding, calibrating, processing and 
outputting lidar and image data. 

This unifi ed workfl ow maximizes processing 
e�  ciency with batch, multi-threaded and 
distributed processing capabilities. 

A rigorous least-squares engine automates 
lidar sensor calibration, as well as image 
bundle block adjustment for camera 
calibration and boresight.

QA toolsets include image registration 
verifi cation, project accuracy determination 
via control/check/tie points/planes, and 
roofl ine analysis.

Additional features include comprehensive 
coordinate transformation, RGB point cloud 
coloration, and project-wide accuracy 
quantifi cation.

Image development and processing

Image and lidar registration analysis
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Eclipse Performance Plots

Parameter Specifi cation
Automatic Mapping System

Performance envelope 1, 2, 3, 4 50 - 1000 m AGL nominal

Laser wavelength 1.5 µm

Laser classifi cation FDA/IEC Class 1

Laser pulse repetition rate 450 kHz  (e� ective 300 kHz)

Elevation accuracy 2, 3 <3 - 7 cm, 1 σ
Horizontal accuracy 2, 3 1/3500 × altitude, 1 σ
Position and orientation system Applanix AP20 (AP40 optional)

Range capture Maximum 7 range measurements per pulse

Intensity capture Intensity measurements for all corresponding range measurements (maximum 7 per pulse)

Minimum target separation distance <1.0 m

Range precision 5 <0.01 m, 1 σ
Scanner type Rotating polygon

Scan FOV 60°

Scan lines per second 100

Image capture High-resolution interline RGB camera

Sensor format 6600 × 4400 pixels

Pixel size 5.5 µm

Shutter Fully electronic and maintenance-free

Lens 35 mm

Capture rate 1 FPS

Data storage Removable 1-TB SSD (SATA VI); 4 hours minimum

Vibration isolation mounts Included

Power 28 VDC nominal at <200 W or 8 amps

Operating temperature 0 to +45°C

Storage temperature -30 to +85°C

Relative humidity 0 - 95% non-condensing

Dimensions and weight
Sensor(s):     355 × 328 × 290 mm; 167 × 110 x 100 mm; 30 kg 
Footprint:     515 × 378 × 296 mm
Controller:   470 × 880 × 300 mm; 6.5 kg

Optech Eclipse
Technical Specifi cations

1. Target refl ectivity ≥20%.

2. Dependent on selected operational 
 parameters assuming nominal FOV of 
 up to 60° in standard atmospheric 
 conditions (i.e. 23-km visibility) and 
 using Optech LMS Professional 
 software suite

3. Angle of incidence ≤30°

4. Target size ≥ laser footprint

5. Under Teledyne Optech test 
 conditions, 1 σ
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